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Since 1912, Institut d’études 
françaises de Touraine has 

welcomed students from all 
over the world to its historic 
campus, in the heart of the Val 
de Loire region, a UNESCO 
World Heritage Site. As a private 
higher education institute, it 
offers immersive teaching of the 
French language and culture.

Our ambition is to combine 
culture and interbreeding, history 
and modernity, dynamism and 
tranquility through the quality 
of our different services to offer 
a unique experience: a journey 
through a language, a culture 
and a region.

As a leading actor in the field of 
French as a foreign language and 
ongoing training, Institut de Tou-
raine supports individuals and 
institutions (embassies, cultural 
establishments abroad, univer-
sity departments, educational 
institutions, etc.) in their projects 
to improve their use of French, 
whether the objective is purely 
linguistic, cultural, académic or 
professional.

Since 2007, the school has been 
awarded «Label qualité FLE» in 
all the areas audited. It is also 
a member of the FLE group and 
Qualiopi certified, as well as an 
examination centre for FEI and 
the CCI.

UN CENTRE LABELLISÉ
QUALITÉ FLE AU CŒUR
DE LA TOURAINE
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APPRENDRE,
VIVRE,
COMPRENDRE

Come and enjoy the unique 
experience of a linguistic 

and cultural stay at the Institut 
d’études de Touraine means 
learning in and out of the 
classroom, soaking up the 
richness and conviviality of the 
Loire Valley.

Thanks to the latest pedagogical 
innovations, we can offer you 
resources that are always 
adapted to your pace and level. 
Whether it’s our syllabus, built 
around the action-oriented and 
communicative approach, our 
multimedia areas, or our free 
workshops (specific activities, 
conversation...), our teaching 

team is committed to fostering 
intercultural exchanges and 
guaranteeing excellence. 

With intensive and immersive 
learning, supported by a wide 
choice of activities, you’ll make 
rapid progress, without ever 
falling into routine. All the more 
so as our teachers are themselves 
the face of this pedagogical 
approach: knowledge brokers, 
cross-cultural bridges, success 
catalysts.
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OUR COURSES

please ask for 
our detailed 
course brochure

..   Enrolment possible from one week upwards.

..   All levels.

..   1 lesson = 1 hour.

..    Free complementary activities in the 
media library.

..   Key words: immersion, variety, dynamism.

..   Well-known recognized partners.
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Our level classes:

From 15hrs per week in the 
standard formula, with the 
following options :

..   Intensive formula: 
15 hrs group lessons in the 
morning + 6 hrs workshops in 
the afternoon.

..   Combined option: 
15 hrs group lessons in the 
morning + 6 hrs individual lessons.

..   Formula based on specific 
objectives: 15 hrs group lessons 
in the morning + 6 hrs FOS 
(French with specific objectives).

For specific requests:

The IEFT also offers a wide variety 
of activities that can be combined 
with our training courses. Tas-
tings, visits to historic monuments, 
workshops, themed activities, 
conferences, etc.
It’s this diversity that will make 
your stay a unique experience, 
tailored to your needs.

Studying at the IEFT is your gua-
rantee of unique expertise in a 
school that is also a DELF DALF, 
TEF, DFP examination centre and 
Qualiopi certified.

                 

For schools or 
higher education 
establishments:
..   Specific programme: set up a 
tailor-made programme for your 
learners starting from 15 hrs per 
week (DELF/DALF preparation, 
thematic, specific, professional 
French, culture and society, etc.).

..   Integrative formula: your 
students are integrated into our 
level classes. Specific programme 
of workshops and activities 
available.

..   Certify what you have learnt on 
the spot: throughout the year, the 
IEFT organizes DELF/ DALF, TEF 
and DFP sessions which can be 
integrated into your programme.

For individuals:
..   Tailor-made remote, 
face-to-face or hybrid courses 
with specific support. 
Starting from 1 hour’s tuition.

..   General or specific French: 
alternate practices, define the content 
of your course yourself or with our 
expert teachers as you progress.

..   Exam preparation, in-depth 
study of specific skills, professional 
reorientation, writing and speaking 
needs, etc.

For professionals:

..   Tailor-made intensive formula: 
definition of the syllabus best suited 
to your needs in a variety of fields 
(tourism, medical, writing, military, 
diplomacy, journalism, etc.).
DELF/DALF or DFP (Diplôme de 
Français Professionnel) exams can 
be taken at the end of the course. 

..   Individual tuition at your own pace 
and according to your availability, 
with tailor-made teaching content 
in all the above-mentioned fields.

..   Online or face-to-face: choose 
the method that suits you best, for 
yourself or your colleagues.

And for everyone:

The Institute’s media library offers 
bright rooms where you can study 
in peace, find printed or digital 
resources adapted to your level, take 
advantage of personalized support, or 
take part in weekly conversations and 
other themed rallies.
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All year round, Institut d’études 
françaises de Touraine provi-
des training courses for teachers 
of French as a foreign language, 
whatever their level of expertise.
Our aim is to: 

..   Enable you to keep abreast of 
changes in teaching methods.

..   Provide training in specific areas.

..   Become familiar with a 
reflective approach to teaching 
and coordination.

COURSES FOR 
TEACHERS

ask for our 
specific 
brochure for 
didactic courses

Combining the unique cultu-
ral environment of Tours and the 
surrounding region, we offer tai-
lor-made teaching courses that 
blend pedagogical innovation 
with cultural enrichment.

We will help you define your own 
tailor-made programme based 
on our various modules. From 
classroom leadership techniques 
to coordinating educational 
projects, from teaching practices 
to the latest technological tools, 
our trainers will present you with 
varied and stimulating activities.
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OUR CULTURAL AND 
EXTRA-CURRICULAR 
ACTIVITIES

Experiencing life in Touraine 
means feeling the historic 

heartbeat of France and 
marvelling at what it has to offer. 

Every Wednesday and Saturday, 
IEFT organises excursions to 
discover the unique heritage of 
our region: visits to châteaux 
according to season and theme, 
tastings of local products, fun and 
interactive workshops (cookery, 
fashion, design, art, etc.), outdoor 
activities and sports. Come and 
immerse yourself in all that France 
has to offer in terms of heritage. 
You’ll have an unforgettable stay, 
and your French will be constantly 
enriched!
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IEFT has a dedicated accommo-
dation service to help you find 
the accommodation that best 
suits your needs.

Whether you’re staying with a 
host family, in a residence, in 
a furnished flat, in a hotel or in a 
youth hostel, you’re bound to find 
your home sweet home!

..   Home stay: 
Our school has a unique 
network of 150 host families. 
The benefits: total immersion, 
friendly atmosphere, 
day-to-day support.

..  In a private student residence: 
studios with private kitchen and 
bathroom facilities, combining 
comfort and independence.

OUR ACCOMMODATION 
SUGGESTIONS

..  Furnished accommodation: 
a wide choice of studios or 
flats to combine proximity and 
specific needs.

..   At Hameau Saint-Michel: 
Located opposite the Institut, 
this residence offers en-suite 
rooms, with breakfast, half-board 
or full-board options. Lunchtime 
catering. Rooms are available 
in summer only.

To choose the accommodation 
best suited to your needs, 
consult the «How to choose your 
accommodation» catalogue.
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ATTRACTIVENESS 
AND PARTNERS

Institut d’études françaises de 
Touraine, which has been based in 

the region for over 110 years, boasts 
a rich network of cultural partners. 
From the region’s greatest châteaux 
to the vineyards of the Loire Valley, 
as well as the cultural players in the 
city and the surrounding area, we’ll 
make sure that your stay will be rich 
in encounters and discoveries.

Whether you’re interested in literature, 
architecture, music, culinary arts or 
nature, we’ll be happy to help you 
organise the visits and itineraries 
that suit you best. 
Don’t hesitate to contact us for more 
information, or visit our website:
www.institutdetouraine.com.
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IN THE HEART 
OF FRANCE

1, rue de la Grandière - BP 72047
37020 TOURS Cedex 1 - FRANCE
Tél. : +33(0) 2 4705 7683
Fax : +33(0)2 4720 4898
contact@institutdetouraine.com

www.institutdetouraine.com

PARIS

LONDRES

TOURS

BORDEAUX
LYON

56 MIN

1H30

VALLÉE
DE LA LOIRE

Direct links to Paris-Charles de 
Gaulle and Paris-Orly airports.
Tours airport makes it easy for 
you to arrive and travel around 
Europe. 

At the weekend, visiting 
Barcelona or Berlin is as easy 
as discovering Bordeaux, Lyon 
or Marseille!


